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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

Consumers should expect a reduction in holiday promotions from retailers, according to a new report by Upstream
Commerce.

Based on the past two years of holiday promotions, the report predicts that 2015 will see a decrease in both the
number of products discounted and in the discount rate. Fewer sales incentives and lower discounts could indicate
a new strategy based on the "right" offering rather than simply presenting more promotions.

"We believe it's  a 'race to the bottom', i.e. retailers are looking at what others are doing, and do not feel they can raise
prices back up when the others do not," said Amos Peleg, CEO and co-founder of Upstream Commerce. "While
retailers succeed at selecting better products for promotions, as we show, they still are challenged with controlling
timing and duration of promotions, as they feel the market is dictating these."

"Holiday Promotions Strategy Report" looks at the average discount rate, percentage of discounted products and
what happens to the merchandise after the end of the holiday season in January.

Deep discount
Upstream Commerce analyzed 133,340 women's apparel products from 2013 and 165,133 from 2014 that were
discounted by Saks Fifth Avenue, Neiman Marcus, Bloomingdale's, Amazon, Shopbop, Zappos and Macy's. Discount
percentage measured the average price between Black Friday and New Year's Eve against the price of the product
before the holiday season.
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Saks 2013 holiday boxes

On the whole, the number of discounted products offered and the size of the discount decreased from 2013 to 2014.
This is attributed to a change in promotional strategy by the retailer's one year to the next.

Neiman Marcus was an exception to the rule, discounting more products and at a higher rate in 2014 than the
previous year. Should Neiman Marcus continue the strategy this year, it could provide short-term gains, particularly
with aspirational consumers, but at the risk of hurting the brand image in the long-term.

Neiman Marcus Christmas Book 2015

In addition, products tended to retain discounts in January rather than reverting to pre-holiday prices, although this
tendency was slightly less noticeable in 2014. In 2013, slightly more than 18 percent of products had their discount
removed compared to around 22 percent in 2014, although this change is largely attributable to Shopbop, whose
numbers skyrocketed from a few percentage points to almost half being returned to standard retail price.

Although two years of data is limited either year could be an anomaly in a different trend Upstream Commerce's
discussions with fashion retailers indicate that this is likely a conscious effort by retailers. As more retailers,
including other major sellers not included in the study, open more discount stores such as Saks Off 5th or
Nordstrom Rack, there is an effort to confine or concentrate price reductions to these stores.
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Nordstrom Rack discount store

Limiting discounts opens up competitors to stealing away all but the most loyal consumers. To maintain buzz and
traffic during the holiday season, luxury brands could resort to promotions based around rewards points that offer
the same incentive as discounting but without penalizing the image in the long-term, which price reductions could
do.

Interestingly, the luxury retailers kept more products discounted in January than the other retailers in the study. In
addition, the amount of merchandise discontinued after the holidays were lowest for luxury retailers.

Saks holiday gift catalog 2015

Although the simple explanation is that there was an excess inventory in 2014, the report notes that retailers are very
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carefully managing inventory and that it instead indicates a change in strategy that will likely continue this year.
While the number of promotions and the depth of the price reduction may decrease, products will be flagged for
discount for reasons other than being close to the end of their lives.

Shopping spree
Promotional practices aside, luxury retailers can rest easy when they look at holiday shopping forecasts.

Affluent households in the United States will purchase $33 billion worth of goods this holiday season, a 4 percent
increase from the year-ago, according to American Affluence Research Center's 27th annual Millionaire Monitor.

Of that $33 billion, $5.6 billion will be in gift cards, the most popular gift of the season. Gift cards enable the receiver
to make purchases that he or she will definitely enjoy, thereby eliminating the awkwardness of unwanted or ill-fitting
gifts, but they also represent an opportunity for brands to earn extra revenue on cards that are not fully redeemed
(see story).

Beyond product discounting, it is  especially important that brands reach consumers in new places this year.

A new survey reveals the sophistication of mobile shoppers, who are not simply planning to research products via
their devices during the upcoming holiday season, but also to engage in an array of activities, from creating
shopping lists to checking product inventory.

It should not be a surprise that the 2015 GPShopper/comScore Holiday Mobile Shopping survey found 54 percent of
mobile shoppers plan to research products from their phone this holiday season. However, some may be surprised
to learn that 35 percent plan to create shopping lists and 24 percent plan to check product inventory from their
phones (see story).

The market often dictates what retailers will do, even leading luxury retailers to discount merchandise.

"We keep hearing that these retailers feel the entire environment is becoming 'more promotional,'" Mr. Peleg said.
"Therefore what we see is high-end retailers following market trends.

"We know that some luxury retailers are actually looking for ways to limit promotions," he said. "However, there are
other factors they have to consider; they are selling merchandise of national brands (together with their private
brands). These brands are negotiating promotions with their entire channels, including very promotional retailers
such as Macy's.

"The outcome is a promotions schedule and plan that has to serve the needs of multiple types of retailers - the more
promotional ones, as well as the higher end retailers. This obliges the higher end retailers to play the game, or be left
behind."
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